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al., in which the violence measured was actually aggressive behavior (pushing and shoving
colleagues), not anti-social behavior (damaging
personal property or injuring people) as is admitted to in this study.
Obviously, some critics of this form of field
study will not be satisfied. The complex statistical analysis is, despite its sophistication, basically correlational. The evidence on behavior is
self-reporting and retrospective. And yet, this is
the most extensive investigation of its kind to
date. Columbia Broadcasting, which should be
commended for supporting the research-at a
cost of $290,000-has dismissed the findings as
not conclusive. Except for a flurry of publicity
when the report was first published it has had
no lasting impact, at least not in the United
States.
The real significance of the study is that it
provides one more important piece of evidence
that television can and does affect the viewer.
There are other important implications as well.
Apparently, while high exposure to TV violence increases violent behavior, it does not
change conscious attitudes toward violence.
T h e a u t h o r reconciles this seeming contradiction in effects by hypothesizing that disinhibition, as an unconscious process, is the major operating mechanism, r a t h e r than a
conscious process of desensitization.
Again, the implications are important. Effects are not simple or unilateral. There are interactions of effects and there are inconsistencies which need further exploration. All of this
only reemphasizes that the television industry,
far from dismissing these seemingly disturbing
findings, should be looking harder to understand them and use them appropriately for policy considerations. It is ironic that CBS actually
could get more than its $290,000 worth out of
this study if it only would examine the findings
for their constructive implications rather than
dismiss them for their presumed limited and
limiting features. Indeed, Belson makes recommendations for modification of programming
content, based on his findings. Some day the
television industry may better realize that research findings, even those which at first seem
troublesome, ultimately provide the surest path
to understanding and constructively modifying
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how television viewing can and does influence
the viewer. This research report represents another step toward that understanding.

ELI A. RUBINSTEIN
University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill

Profound distrust
The Third World and Press Freedom edited
by Philip C. Horton. New York: Praeger Special Studies, 1978. xv + 253
pages.
This is an instant book, the product of a twoday conference sponsored by the Murrow Center of the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy in 1977. It has the merits and defects one
expects from such efforts. There is the tight
thematic unity seldom found in other kinds of
anthologies, and all but one of the sixteen contributions is published here for the first time.
But there is a good deal of overlap and repetition in the presentation and interpretation of
substantive data.
According to the editor, the special distinction of the collection is that its contributors
are professional news managers familiar with
“the real-life problems and complexities of
news operations” unlike the politicians and international civil servants who have engaged in
the debates at most intergovernmental conferences. I note, however, that a few academics
and United Nations officials seem to have
slipped past the ticket-taker. In addition, none
of the voices represented (except Biola Olasope, News Director for the Nigerian Broadcasting Corporation, and Pero IvaEiE, Director
of Tanjug, the Yugoslav news agency) deviates
very far from positions defended by US. representatives at the 1978 round of UNESCO meetings. All are, to quote Leonard Sussman’s coldwar categorization, “moderates”: “those not
dominated by anti-West, anti-US., or Marxist
ideology”-in short, media managers interested
in conserving institutional arrangements in
which they occupy key positions.

Books

The critical reader will be put off by the genial but superfluous foreward by John Chancellor, and the windy opening essays by Roger
Tartarian (“News Flow in the Third World: An
Overview”) and Sussman (“Developmental
Journalism: The Ideological Factor”) which
consume fully one-third of the text and devote
an inordinate amount of space to ad hominem
attacks on Herbert Schiller (see especially Sussman, pp. 82-85).
But plug on. This is not a propaganda tract.
There is a finely crafted piece by Leo Gross on
international law and press freedom sandwiched between the polemics of Tartarian and
Sussman. Mort Rosenblum (“The Western
Wire Services and the Third World”) effectively uses the editor’s warrant to dissect the
criticisms that have been levelled against the
major news agencies from a perspective which
attempts to take into account the technological
and epistemological constraints of the reportorial process. Narinder Aggarwala (“News with
Third World Perspectives: A Practical Suggestion”) explores the pragmatics of developing an
effective and economically viable Third World
News Agency. IvaEiE (“Toward a Freer and
Multidimensional Flow of Information”) presents an informative though hardly detached
account of the functioning of Tanjug. Other
topics addressed are ACAN, the Central American News Agency; the Nonaligned News
Agencies Pool; UNESCO and the press in the
Third World; Arab, Latin American, and Afri~~
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can perspectives on free press traditions and
strategies for improving news flow in the Third
World; a model for providing in-depth coverage of Third World development; and censorship. An excellent 13-page bibliography is
included.
In so far as the contributors can be said to
share a common platform or political philosophy, it is a profound distrust of government
controlled monopolies over information. Significantly, the logical warrant for this distrust is
far more convincingly demonstrated by Third
World advocates (George Verghese, “Press
Censorship Under Indira Gandhi”; Percy Qoboza, “Press Censorship in South Africa”; and
Hilary Ng’weno, “All Freedom is at Stake”)
who draw upon experiential evidences from the
colonial and post-colonial histories of their nations, than by the tired laissez-faire apologetics
of Tartarian and Sussman. Ng’weno’s tightly
reasoned and impassionately argued brief for
press autonomy (reprinted from the Weekly
Review of Nairobi) is particularly compelling.
These papers were prepared in anticipation
of the 1978 UNESCO meetings. Some will have
a short shelf life. But most merit careful examination. The topic itself is profoundly important. In Olasope’s view, it is the issue which
must be resolved before the “post-colonial” period can begin.
SUE CURRY JANSEN
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The Communications Program at the University of California, San Diego, anticipates
having one permanent and one or more temporary positions at the Lecturer through
Professor level(s) beginning July 1980. Rank and salary dependent upon qualifications
and experience.
The Communications Program is an interdisciplinary effort which emphasizes the role
of communications in the structure of human activity. Prospective faculty should have
qualifications in Language and Communications, Culture and Communications, or
Sociological or Political Analysis of Media; familiarity with production in one or more
media preferred.
Send vita and supporting documents by February 1,1980, to: Chairperson, Faculty
Recruitment Commitee JOC, Communications Program D-003, University of California
at San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093. The University of California, San Diego, is an Equal
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.
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